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It may be due to a printer errors where the last part of the last page is missing. Try saving the document. (Right click on the document, select
"Save As" or "Save As.. ) Alternatively, you can try opening the file directly to a different program. If it reads correctly there, you know that the

problem is with your printer. The solution? Ask the printer provider for a new printer. Good luck! Your browser does not support the video
element. SÃO PAULO - The "Mensalao" (Mensalao) government in the Brazilian state of Para says it plans to appeal the court ruling that

prevented the sale of ultrafast internet services in the state. Appeals court Judge Evelyne Vicentini on Saturday halted the sale of internet
services, because the law establishing them was passed in 2013, when her predecessor, Judge Jorge Corrêa Filho, was heading the court.

Vicentini found that the law violated citizens' right to free and competitive commerce and the state's law on net neutrality. The state's
administration says it will continue to sell its "HIS", or High Speed Internet, and "HITS", or High Speed and Innovative Telecommunications

Services, plans to appeal the ruling. The ruling was heard by Justice Roberto Antônio de Almeida. Judge Corrêa Filho had earlier heard the case,
but did not preside over the matter. In her ruling, Victinem stated that state laws that regulate commerce cannot be applied retroactively.

Amazon and Google also plan to appeal the court ruling. As of October, 21 million citizens were connected to high-speed internet in the state, up
25 percent from a year ago. On Twitter, the state's administration commented on the decision, saying it was a setback for the Brazilian

economy. "We are saddened by a setback in the execution of the National Broadband Plan for public services, the economy, and for a more
competitive market." The state's administration says it will work to set up trial circuits so that residents are connected to high-speed internet.
Complying with the court order, Vicentini prohibited the state's federal-level government from selling the services, which are being sold in a

competitive manner, at retail prices of around R$900 per month.This invention relates to a metal
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